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ernard Dugat, who now works 11 hectares of 

vines, has been high on the 2013s since the 

outset and believes that they will be for 

drinking after the 2014s. Very low yields 

enabled him to harvest ripe grapes before the 

damaging early October rains.  

 

 

2013 Gevrey-Chambertin 

Les Evocelles Vieilles Vignes 

Bright ruby-red. Slightly high-toned aromas of black 

cherry, licorice and animal fur; this will go truffley 

with bottle aging. Very round and smooth for the year, 

conveying an essential softness to its rather wild 

flavors of black cherry, violet and lift. Boasts superb 

volume for a village wine but underlying flinty 

minerality gives it grip. 91 

 

 

2013 Gevrey-Chambertin 

Fonteny Vieilles Vignes 1er Cru 

 (this was aged in a single new 350-liter barrel): 

Bright, deep medium ruby. The nose shows a port-like 

exotic quality to the aromas of kirsch and licorice. 

Then big, rich and sweet on the palate, with dark fruit 

notes complicated by licorice, coffee and mocha. 

Turns tight and tannic on the back end, finishing with 

a distinctly edgy element of peppery, spicy herbs. In 

an awkward stage today, this premier cru will need 

time to reveal itself.  91+ 

 

 

2013 Charmes-Chambertin  

Grand Cru 

(two-third Charmes and one-third Mazoyères): Bright 

ruby-red. Highly complex scents of black raspberry, 

wild faded rose, menthol, bitter chocolate and licorice. 

Juicy, spicy and round, with a firm spine of acidity 

invigorating the dark fruit, spice and floral flavors. 

Finishes lively and very long, with serious tannins 

buffered by mid-palate material. Strong juice!  93+ 

 

 

2013 Mazis-Chambertin  

Vieilles Vignes Grand Cru 

(vinified with 90% whole clusters; the yield here was 

just under 20 hectoliters per hectare): Medium ruby. 

Wild, soil-inflected aromas of black- and redcurrant, 

black cherry, pepper, animal fur and underbrush, 

complicated by a suggestion of iron. Plush and sweet 

but vibrant and dynamic too, showing outstanding cut 

and lift to the slightly sauvage dark fruit and licorice 

flavors. Finishes with a distinctive cool, peppery 

quality and terrific verve and length. The serious 

tannins spread out to coat the incisors and palate 

without leaving any impression of dryness. This 

powerful wine should be very long-lived.  94+ 
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